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THE BISHOP’S REPORT FOR COCOP 2020 
Bishop Sani Ibrahim Azar      Updated May 2020 

 
“I thank my God every time I remember you. In all my prayers for all of you, 

I always pray with joy because of your partnership in the gospel from the 
first day until now, being confident of this, that he who began a good work 

in you will carry it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus.” 
 

Philippians 1:3-6 
 
Dear COCOP partners, local and international partners, coworkers in God’s mission:  
 
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God, and the communion of the Holy 
Spirit be with you all.  
 
It is sad that we cannot gather for our COCOP meetings in person this year. It is truly a 
highlight of the year when we all come together in Palestine to pray, to learn from each 
other, and to plan. This year is different from any other, as each of us in our own 
communities is striving to adapt to the new challenges posed by a global pandemic. So 
much has changed and is still changing. Two things have not changed, however: The 
love God has for us in Christ Jesus and the love we have for God and for our neighbors. 
Our mutual accompaniment of one another remains as strong as ever. We are holding 
you, our friends, in prayer here in the Holy Land, and we thank you for the prayers and 
support we continue to receive from you.  
 
In this report I will summarize the state of our church, with special attention to the 
effect the COVID-19 virus has had on our communities.  
 

CONGREGATIONAL LIFE 
 
Our congregations have been holding Sunday worship services online since early 
March. This has been a big change, but our pastors are rising to the challenge. 
Unfortunately, some of our older members do not have computer access and many 
households do not have reliable internet. Although visitation is not possible at this 
time, the pastors have been checking in on church members by telephone, especially 
those who cannot participate in online worship. 
 
Largely because of the generosity of COCOP partners, we have been able to help some 
of our neediest families with financial assistance for housing and food. This need is 
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likely to increase, as tourism has completely stopped, leaving the West Bank in a severe 
economic crisis. Although the church faces severe economic challenges, we hope to 
continue to minister to our church families not only through sermons and prayers, but 
also by attending to their immediate physical needs.  
 
The ongoing pandemic has of course halted many of our other congregational 
activities. Over the past year, Rev. Saliba Rishmawi has been organizing congregational 
trips to see many of the holy sites in this land. This has been enriching and very much 
appreciated by those who have participated. Although they have lived here their whole 
lives, the measures of occupation have kept many Christians from visiting these holy 
places. Unfortunately, the outings planned for this spring have been postponed due to 
the virus, but we hope they will continue in future months.  
 
Other planned events which have been postponed, cancelled, or are uncertain due to 
the virus include: a Pentecost service in Jerusalem, gathering all of our congregations 
in one place; a whole church retreat in Jordan in July; and a pastors’ retreat in Germany 
in August, by invitation of the Nordkirche.  
 

CONGREGATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
 
There have been several changes in congregational leadership in the past year.  
 
Samer Azar has been removed as a pastor of the ELCJHL. This was a decision of the 
ELCJHL Church Council after a long period of mediation between the congregation in 
Amman and Pastor Azar. After many attempts to come to an agreement, it was 
determined that it was no longer possible to work together. This was a very difficult 
decision, and one that is felt deeply by all of our pastors and congregations. Please 
hold Samer, his family, and the Evangelical Lutheran Church of the Good Shepherd in 
your prayers during this time of transition.  
 
The Rev. Imad Haddad and his family have relocated to Amman, and Pastor Haddad 
now serves as pastor of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of the Good Shepherd. He 
currently also serves the church in Ramallah, providing his online sermons for them as 
well.  
 
The Rev. Fursan Zu’mot remains in Jerusalem at Redeemer Church. The Rev. Munther 
Isaac is serving both Bethlehem and Beit Sahour. Rev. Ashraf Tannous serves the 
church in Beit Jala. The Rev. Carrie Ballenger continues to serve the English-speaking 
congregation in Jerusalem. 
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The Rev. Dr. Victor Makari, who has worked with us by joint appointment from the 
PCUSA and the United Church of Christ for seven years already, has this year taken on 
a new role. The Rev. Makari is now formally recognized as “Special Advisor to the 
ELCJHL Administrative Office.” We are grateful for his ongoing service and for the 
mutual mission we share.  
 
The Rev. Saïd Ailabouni, who serves as the ELCA Area Program Director for the Middle 
East and North Africa, has been transitioning his work from being Chicago-based to 
Jerusalem-based. His presence on the ground here among us has been greatly 
appreciated, and we 5look forward to having Saïd and Helen join us full-time in 
Jerusalem when the COVID-19 crisis is over.  
 

ORDINATIONS 
 
In September 2019, Bishop Azar ordained Maria Leppakari at the Lutheran Church of 
the Redeemer in Jerusalem. The Rev. Dr. Leppakari serves as director of the Swedish 
Theological Institute in Jerusalem. She is the first woman ordained into Word and 
Sacrament ministry in the ELCJHL. (Deacon Adrainne Gray was ordained to Word and 
Service in September 2017.) 
 
Pastoral Intern Rodny Said is assisting Pastor Isaac in Beit Sahour. We are very hopeful 
that Rodny’s ordination can go on as scheduled, on 29 June 2020 in Jerusalem.  
 
Sally Azar will complete her master’s degree in theology in Summer 2020, and after 
that she will begin a 1.5-year pastoral internship with a congregation in Germany. We 
hope her ordination will take place sometime in 2022.  
 

SPECIALIZED MINISTRIES 
 
The ELCJHL maintains several active ministries to underserved communities. You can 
read more details in the individual reports. 
 
Women’s Desk 
 
Ms. Ranan Issa continues her excellent work with the Women’s Desk, coordinating 
various activities for women of all ages. Projects have included retreats, the Women’s 
Day of Prayer, a Christmas dinner, and events promoting women’s rights. 
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Deaf Ministry 
 
Pastor Fursan Zu’mot continues his work with the Deaf Christian community in 
Palestine, holding meetings, conferences, worship and Bible studies on a regular basis. 
The annual Christmas party is a favorite activity. Many other activities were planned 
but had to be postponed until after the COVID crisis. One such activity is a much-
anticipated trip to Berlin to meet with a Deaf community there, sponsored by the 
Jerusalemsverein.  
 
Youth Desk  
 
Pastor Ashraf Tannous continues his work with the youth of the various congregations. 
Unfortunately, many of the planned activities and travels this year were postponed 
due to Coronavirus.  
 

DIACONAL MINISTRIES 
 
We are excited that our plans to expand our diaconal work continue. The Boarding 
Section at the church in Beit Jala will be the future home of a Diaconal Center, 
providing services for children, the elderly, women, and the hearing impaired. It is 
good to remember that our vulnerable populations continue to have needs, even as 
our attention is focused on the current pandemic.  
 
Marc Falconer, a theology student from Scotland who is currently working with Sabeel 
Liberation Theology Center, has reached out to the ELCJHL to inquire about ordination 
as a deacon. He and the church are in a period of discernment about how this might 
fit into our plans to expand our diaconal work. 

 
THE BAPTISMAL SITE AT BETHANY BEYOND THE JORDAN  
 
We are still looking for a long-term solution for staffing the church at the Baptismal 
Site in Jordan. We have had a series of short-term pastors serving with us over the past 
year. The Rev. Hans Kasch from Germany (EKD), Deacon Angleena Keizer of the 
Methodist Church in the UK, and the Rev. Knut Kittelsaa have all stepped in to fill this 
role. The Rev. Kittelsaa was forced to return home because of COVID-19 and will 
hopefully return when travel is again permitted.  While we appreciate their service, we 
need to find a more stable solution for staffing the site.  
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We are grateful for the work of the Baptismal Site Task Force, which was formed in 
April 2019: Deacon Adrainne Gray (chairperson), the Rev. Victor Makari, Bassem 
Thabet, Jessica Lindberg Dik, Deacon Jonas Bodin, and the Rev. Hans Kasch. 

 
THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN SCHOOLS 
 
Our schools have been engaged in online learning since early March, when the West 
Bank went into isolation and the checkpoints were closed. We are thankful for our 
teachers, who have adapted quickly to this new way of teaching. Dr. Charlie Haddad 
will give a full picture of the state of the schools in his report. 
 
One important change to note is that Principal Naseef Muallem has left his post at the 
Lutheran School of Hope in Ramallah. A committee led by the Rev. Imad Haddad is 
currently working on finding suitable candidates to fill this position 
 

YAGM PROGRAM (ELCA) 
 
This past year we bade farewell to the Revs. Jeni and Colin Grangaard, who completed 
four years of service as coordinators of the ELCA Young Adults in Global Mission 
(YAGM) program. We are grateful for their faithful service, and for the many YAGM 
volunteers who came to serve in our schools and ministries under their guidance. 
 
In August 2019, the Revs. Meghan and Gabi Aelabouni arrived to serve as the new 
YAGM program coordinators. They are joined by their children Ethan, Natalie, and 
Luke.  
 
Sadly, because of COVID-19, this year’s YAGM volunteers were called back to the US in 
March. We are thankful for our time working with Maddi Froiland, Sarah Gaiser, 
Megan Mong, Lyndsay Monsen, Olivia Slagle, and Anna Skare and are sorry they had 
to leave so suddenly.  
 
The ELCA also has made the difficult decision not to send YAGM volunteers to any 
country for the 2020/2021 cycle. This means we will not have YAGM volunteers to help 
in our schools until Autumn 2021.  
 

ELCJHL OFFICE STAFF 
 
In the Jerusalem office, we have seen a change in international staff. Deacon Adrainne 
Gray has taken a position with the Lutheran World Federation in Geneva as a 
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Communication Officer for Communion Relations. We thank Adrainne and Ben for 
their 4 years of service as communications coordinator and photographer for the 
ELCJHL.  
 
The ELCA has appointed Hannah Johnsrud (who served as a YAGM with us in 2018-
2019) as the new communications coordinator. Because of COVID-19, she is currently 
doing this role from the US. She will join us here in Jerusalem as soon as possible. 
 
Also, due to the COVID-19 crisis, our German young adult volunteers returned home 
in March. We miss them, and again are very sorry they had to end their year of service 
early. We hope to welcome a new group in the fall. 
 

OTHER ONGOING PROJECTS  
 
Bethlehem Building Project 
 
Mr. Garo Demergian has been appointed by Bishop Azar to develop a building project 
in Bethlehem. The ELCJHL holds a plot of land situated in a primary location in the city 
of Bethlehem, where pedestrian and commercial traffic is among the highest in the 
region. Current plans include constructing a commercial building that would be of 
service to both the community and the church and would secure a regular income. This 
construction plan is expected to be implemented in two phases: 
 

Phase 1: Build underground parking with street level shops and a one floor 
multipurpose use space. This would require a minimum of USD 1,500,000. This 
phase will be completed within 18 months. 

 
Phase 2: Raise another three floors of multipurpose use areas. This is 
estimated to cost another 1,500,000 USD. 

 

Al Ma’mal Foundation 
 
In September 2019, the Al Ma’mal Foundation for Contemporary Art signed a 
partnership agreement with the ELCJHL. Al Ma’mal will use the former Martin Luther 
School property to host a diversity of cultural events showcasing and celebrating the 
culture, history, and art of Palestine and other nations. This may include exhibitions, 
film screenings, talks, workshops, and artist residencies, among other possibilities. 
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Lutheran World Federation in Ramallah 
 
The Lutheran World Federation has signed an agreement to rent the old School of 
Hope in Ramallah. This space will be used as a school for vocational training. We are 
pleased that the building will continue to be a place for learning, and that we can work 
together with the LWF in this way. 
 
Affordable Housing Project 
 
After many years in a holding pattern due to lack of Israeli building permits, the housing 
project that was planned for the Mount of Olives has been revamped and will now be 
an Affordable Housing Project. It will be built in Beit Hanina on land that is owned by 
the Lutheran World Federation. At the writing of this report, the committee for this 
project was expecting final approval to move ahead with construction. 
 

ECUMENICAL RELATIONSHIPS  
 
Heads of Churches in Jerusalem 
 
The bishops and patriarchs in Jerusalem have been meeting regularly, about once 
every 6 weeks. This has been an important revival of local ecumenical relations. 
Through these regular meetings, we are improving our understanding of the issues 
faced by our respective churches. We also have released joint Christmas and Easter 
statements, as well as a statement on the US decision to no longer abide by the 
international law declaring settlements illegal. During the current health crisis, it has 
been a blessing that our ecumenical relationships are strong.  
 
Anglican Church 
 
We continue to improve relations with the Anglican Church and seek to do more work 
cooperatively with the Anglican Diocese in Jerusalem. We congratulate the Diocese for 
the recent election of the Rev. Hosam Naoum as archbishop. The Rev. Naoum will 
succeed Archbishop Dawani in 2021. 
 
BMW  
 
The ELCJHL is in active negotiations with the Berlin Missionswerk (BMW) for a solution 
to the issue of land ownership. We are grateful for this ongoing cooperation and 
partnership and hope to have a resolution in the near future. 
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EAPPI  
  
The most recent group of Ecumenical Accompaniers was forced to return to their home 
countries in March because of the COVID-19 virus. At this time, it is not known when 
a new group can begin. We continue to support the work of the EAPPI Programme and 
welcome their ongoing presence with us. 
 

ACT ALLIANCE / APF  
  

Membership  
 
The membership of the ACT Palestine Forum consists of three national and 15 
international members: 
  

National Members International Members  
(with offices in Palestine) 

International Members 
(without offices in Palestine) 

- Evangelical Lutheran 

Church in Jordan and 

the Holy Land 

- Department of 

Service for 

Palestinian Refugees 

/ Middle East Council 

of Churches (DSPR / 

MECC) 

- The East Jerusalem – 

Young Men Christian 

Association  

(EJ-YMCA) 

 

- Christian Aid (CA) 

- Dan Church Aid 

(DCA) 

- International 

Orthodox Christian 

Charities (IOCC) 

- Lutheran World 

Federation (LWF) 

- Norwegian Church 

Aid (NCA) 

- Church of Sweden 

(CoS) 

- Finn Church Aid 

(FCA) 

- Diakonia Sweden 

- ICCO-Cooperation 

- HEKS 

- Diakonie 

Katastrophenhilfe 

- Christian World 

Service – NZ 

- Act for Peace 

- Church World 

Service 

- Bread for the World 

 
Guests 
(ACT Non-Members) 

- Finnish Evangelical 

Lutheran Mission 

(FELM) 

- Embrace the Middle 

East 

- Jerusalem 

Interchurch Center 

- Mennonite Central 

Committee 

     
The ELCJHL sees that it is important to increase the national membership in the APF--
particularly churches--as the ELCJHL is the only national church represented in the 
APF. 
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ACT Palestine Forum (APF) Convener 
 
The APF convener of last year was the Church of Sweden, and the IOCC was 
scheduled to be convener for this year. However, IOCC has decided to drop its 
membership in ACT Alliance and thus withdrew from the APF. As such, the ELCJHL 
has been elected as the convener for the APF while the YMCA will be the convener 
for next year.  
  
Gender Justice Reference Group in the ACT Alliance 
 
Ms. Ranan Issa, the ELCJHL Women Desk Coordinator, was nominated to be a 
member of the ACT Global Reference Group on Gender Justice. 
  
MENA Regional Forum 
 
As it was recently decided to form an ACT-MENA Regional Forum, ELCJHL has applied 
to be a full member in the MENA Regional Forum and in the Steering 
Committee.  Because each forum must nominate a representative to the forum, the 
APF has decided to nominate the coordinator of the APF, Mr. George Stephan from 
DSPR. 
 

CURRENT POLITICAL SITUATION  
 
The Israeli Elections 
 
As of this writing (May 2020), Israel’s leading opposition candidate, Benny Gantz, has 
agreed to form a unity government with Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, ending 
a political deadlock that forced three elections in less than a year. Under this 
agreement, Netanyahu will lead the country for 18 months, and then allow Gantz to 
take over as prime minister. Gantz’s Blue and White party won 33 seats while 
Netanyahu’s Likud party won 36 seats, but neither party could form a majority 
coalition. Both parties refused to form a coalition with the Arab Unified List, which 
won 15 seats. This is a clear indication that both parties are adopting a discriminatory 
policy against Arabs in Israel and that peace plans are not part of their agenda. The 
Israeli left peace camp has completely vanished from the Israeli political arena.  
 
This power-sharing deal will see Gantz take over from Netanyahu in September 2021. 
However, the Israeli Supreme Court is examining now if Netanyahu is able to lead the 
government, considering the corruption charges against him. A decision of the 
Supreme Court may lead to a fourth election. 
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Jerusalem under COVID-19 
 
During the COVID-19 crisis, discrimination against Palestinians living in East Jerusalem 
has been blatantly evident. The Jerusalem Municipality has not conducted any 
COVID-19 tests in East Jerusalem and has not enforced the lockdown in East 
Jerusalem neighborhoods, leading to increasing numbers of virus cases among 
Palestinians. The Palestinian Authority opened testing clinics to help stop the spread 
of the virus, but the Israeli government closed them. This has left the Palestinian 
Jerusalemites isolated and unprepared. 
 
The most problematic and serious issue is with Palestinian Jerusalemites who hold 
Israeli travel documents (laissez passer) and who are attempting to come home from 
abroad. These are mostly students who want to return home because their 
universities have closed due to the COVID-19 virus. However, because they only 
possess travel documents and not passports, the Israeli government is refusing to 
allow them to return. Palestinian residents of Jerusalem are not considered Israeli, 
Palestinian, or Jordanian. They are considered stateless and are thus refused re-entry 
to their own country. Some from our congregation in Jerusalem are in this situation. 
The ELCJHL has been making every effort to get these young people special permits 
to allow them back to their families during these difficult times. 
 
Furthermore, it seems Israel has taken advantage of this global crisis, with all media 
attention focused on COVID-19, to unilaterally implement the so-called "Deal of the 
Century.” Plans have been put forward to annex the West Bank land, with strong 
support from right-wing factions. The annexation of West Bank lands would end any 
possibility of a peaceful agreement between Israel and Palestine. Annexation 
certainly means the end of the two-state solution, which we have actively promoted 
and worked for over several decades.  
 

FUTURE OF COCOP PARTNERSHIPS  
 
At our last COCOP meeting in 2019, I invited the bishops of our partner churches to 
attend the next COCOP gathering. At that time, there was some conversation about 
whether this invitation was a strategy to receive greater financial assistance. I assured 
the group that this was not a strategic invitation, but rather comes from a desire to 
deepen our relationships. We want to increase awareness of our political situation, 
which we feel happens best when church leaders see it firsthand. I also feel it is time 
for us to reevaluate and renew our COCOP commitments.  
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From the perspective of the ELCJHL, our relationships with COCOP partners have 
developed to be more donor-driven than needs-driven. Church institutions are placing 
increasing demands on how funds should be used and on reporting and proposal 
requirements. This means we must spend more time focusing on special projects when 
we cannot sustain the daily workings of the church and the basic needs of our 
communities.  
 
A meeting including church leadership would also be an opportunity to discuss the new 
challenges faced by the ELCJHL and other Palestinian NGOs, especially with regard to 
conditional funding and the newly required anti-terrorism clause. Moreover, it’s 
important to establish clear and transparent communication and funding mechanisms, 
especially during emergency situations such as those we have recently faced.   
 
For this reason, we wish to reconnect and renew our relationships by bringing bishops 
and other church leaders to widen the circle of discussion and see firsthand our 
political, economic, cultural, and spiritual needs.  
 
Obviously, this meeting cannot happen this year. However, I would like to once again 
extend an invitation to the bishops of our partner churches to please consider coming 
to the next COCOP gathering. We would welcome them warmly and treasure the 
opportunity to introduce them to our churches, schools, ministries, and people.  
 
On behalf of your sisters and brothers in Christ of the ELCJHL, I thank each of you for 
your prayers, advocacy, financial support, and mutual accompaniment.  
 
This report respectfully submitted by your brother in Christ, 
 

BISHOP SANI IBRAHIM AZAR  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[ Return to Table of Contents ] 
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THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH OF HOPE IN 

RAMALLAH 
Rev. Imad Haddad 
 
Overview & Programs 
 

Our name is Church of Hope, and 
this defines our identity as the 
People of God and a community 
of faith living and practicing 
hope. Our mission is to be among 
the people, in the society, 
preaching and living the Gospel 
of Christ. As a congregation of 
refugees, we face particular challenges and also have particular gifts in the society. In 
a nutshell, this is how I describe the ministry of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of 
Hope.  
 
We continue to thrive in our ministry among the people through the children’s, 
women’s, and elderly ministries, as well as in the day to day and week to week church 
services and activities.  The year 2019 witnessed some changes and challenges in the 
life of the Church of Hope and its ministry.  Despite these challenges, the church 
continues to thrive and live the mission of Christ in the community.  
 

Accomplishments 
 
We are extremely proud of the six young believers who were confirmed this year. We 
are even more proud of the commitment they show in their faith and in the life of the 
Church.  Next year, a new group will begin the journey towards confirmation, which 
we are very excited about.  
 
Last year, we made the decision to hire a person to be responsible for the Sunday 
School and youth work of the church. Hannah, a young adult lady of our congregation, 
was hired on a per meeting basis. Hannah is a product of the leadership program that 
was held in the ELCJHL. She holds a Master’s in Architecture, but the ministry of the 
Church is part and parcel of her being. We are grateful for her presence with the 
youngsters and excited about the learning she brings. 
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Over the course of 2019, several maintenance projects have been accomplished. A 
major maintenance project was also submitted to the Palestinian Authority. This latter 
project, if funded as promised, will be a total renovation for the Community Center of 
the church.    
 
Challenges 
 
The challenges of the church remain largely the same, especially concerning the 
situation of occupation in the Holy Land. But at the same time, we always look for 
opportunities for ministry despite the challenge.  
 
A special challenge for our ministry among the elderly was the loss of our dear David 
Tannous. The passing away of beloved David left us with the significant task of 
managing the Meals on Wheels program. David was the main person taking care of 
this program before his death, and his presence is dearly missed. With the help of Ms. 
Hala Tannous and two members of the local council, a small committee was formed to 
take care of the program and put forward a new vision and concept for the whole 
ministry.    
 
Other Activities 
 
We were very delighted by the visit of our partner church in Leppavara, Finland, who 
visited us and the Holy Land for a long weekend. They stayed with host families from 
the congregation, showing them the daily reality of life in the Holy Land, and we were 
able to share time and worship together.  
 
On the same note, we visited our two partner churches in Germany: Johannes 
Congregation in Berlin and Newhaus and Miesbach Congregation in Badtolz. These 
visits were short but very important for the keeping up of contact between partners.     
 
We were supposed to visit our partner congregations in Norway in March, but this visit 
was cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic. We hope to reschedule at some point 
in the future. 
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Looking to the Future 
 
This is my last COCOP report as the pastor of the Church of Hope. After serving the 
Church of Hope for seven and a half years, my family and I have been called to serve 
the Church of Christ in Amman, Jordan through ministering to the Church of the Good 
Shepherd in Amman. I say with Samuel, “Thus far the Lord has helped us.” Please keep 
me, my family, and the churches in Ramallah and Amman in your prayers. 
 

[ Return to Table of Contents ] 
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THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH OF THE REDEEMER 

IN JERUSALEM, ARABIC-SPEAKING 
Rev. Fursan Zu’mot 
 
Overview & Programs 
 
Greetings to all of you in the name of our Risen Lord Jesus Christ! I hope that you are 
all safe and protected from COVID-19. Easter this year was completely different 
because of the pandemic. During this time, Jerusalem, the City of the Resurrection, is 
normally full of people from all parts of the world who come to celebrate Easter, but 
this year it was empty. Even though as locals we were unable to go to the Old City of 
Jerusalem to celebrate the Resurrection, we experienced the presence of the Risen 
Lord in our homes. God came to us through Jesus and gave us victory over death and 
joy of the resurrection. We pray for the world to experience this joy of the Risen Lord 
when we overcome this virus.  
 
As you all know, the members of the congregation in Jerusalem are mostly refugees. 
Since 1967 the Lutheran Church and many other denominations have experienced a 
great decline in numbers. Today in Jerusalem we are less than one percent of the 
population. Therefore, the Church of the Redeemer has taken action to help Christians 
stay in the Holy City of Jerusalem.         
 
Last year was a very challenging but fruitful year in the Church of the Redeemer. Our 
primary goal was to build up the congregation’s trust in God and His will in their lives. 
We encouraged our members to believe that they are not alone, and that God is still 
in charge no matter the circumstances. Through home visitations, pastoral care and 
counselling, church activities, and financial support within our capacity, we were able 
to keep the living witness of Christ in Jerusalem and encouraged Christians not to 
emigrate from Jerusalem.  
 
In order to encourage participation in the church, we gathered all the church members 
together in the Vocational Training School for a light dinner and some activities. During 
the meeting, members were encouraged to state their concerns and express what they 
feel is needed to be done in the life of the congregation. This strengthened the 
congregation’s sense of community and created a strong investment in the future of 
the church. Congregation members expressed that they felt loved and supported by 
the church, and they had fun with the activities. Our weekly meetings continued until 
the outbreak of the COVID-19 virus. In addition to congregational meetings, we had 
weekly Bible Studies, Sunday School classes, and young couples’ meetings. 
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Throughout the year we continued to build strong relationships between the Arabic-, 
English-, and German-speaking congregations of the Church of the Redeemer. We held 
many joint services and the pastors frequently met to plan joint activities. We had 
planned to hold a Redeemer trip to the Baptismal Site in early 2020, but this was 
postponed by the outbreak of the virus. Still, we are encouraged by the strong 
relationships that have been formed, which promise much collaboration in the future. 
 
Accomplishments 
 
From the 27th to the 29th of June 2019 we had a family retreat in Jericho. The theme of 
the retreat was Gender Justice, and Pastor Carrie Ballenger was our guest speaker for 
the event. More than 70 people attended, including children. This retreat left a 
significant impact on the minds and hearts of the congregation members that 
attended, and it challenged many people in the church, especially those who do not 
accept the ordination of women. The retreat sparked many more conversations about 
the topic. Two families from our partner churches, Torshov and Lilleborg in Oslo, also 
attended the retreat. While the adults listened to Pastor Carrie’s lectures, these 
families led Sunday School activities with the assistance of our regular Sunday School 
teacher translating. We would like to give special thanks to Pastor Carrie and our 
partners for the help they offered to the Arabic-speaking congregation in this event.      
 
Our Sunday School also had a 
very successful year, with greatly 
increased attendance. Today, 
more than 25 children attend 
almost every week. In December 
the youth presented a Christmas 
play at the Vocational Training 
School Hall, and our children 
acted a wonderful play for the 
audience from the congregation. 
At the end of the play, the 
children sang and welcomed 
Santa Claus, who distributed gifts 
to them. 
 
We also had many successful partnerships and relationships during the last year. In 
2019, the Church of the Redeemer, in co-operation with the Swedish Theological 
Institute, started a confirmation exchange program with the Church of Sweden. The 
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congregation with which we will exchange confirmation students is the church in 
Stallarholmens. The congregation there also offered to begin a “twinning relationship” 
with our congregation, which will surely strengthen the relationship. After visiting 
Sweden and meeting with Bishop Johan in the diocese of Strängnäs, we hope that this 
program will continue every other year and not simply be a one-time project. We are 
eager to see the results of this first exchange so that we can evaluate its successes and 
challenges. 
 
In co-operation with the Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission (FELM), the Church of 
the Redeemer started a youth leadership training program. Our students go to the 
FELM center every fortnight to receive training to become leaders of the church in the 
future. Marko and Kirsi lead these sessions. The children are very excited to go, and 
they report that they are learning a lot. We hope in the future some of these children 
will become part of the church’s ministry by becoming pastors, musicians, teachers, or 
other types of leaders.    
 
Challenges 
 
After COVID-19 arose in the Holy Land, many members of my congregation, especially 
those who work in tourism or are freelance workers who earn money on a daily basis, 
have lost their job. This loss of income puts them in danger of ending up in the street. 
Unfortunately, this situation is not going to change even when lockdown is lifted, as 
the whole world is affected economically by the virus. The financial situation of the 
church in the Holy Land, including the congregation in Jerusalem, is extremely 
dangerous and fragile. 
 
Beyond COVID-19, our biggest challenge is that Christians are emigrating from 
Jerusalem and the whole region. This affects our church significantly. We hope to 
strengthen the Christian presence in Jerusalem as much as we can with our very limited 
resources.  
 
Looking to the Future 
 
Our plan for the future is to strengthen marginalized groups, such as women, youth, 
and people with disabilities, so that they can be fully integrated into the life of the 
church. We hope that they will be active participants in church life and an important 
part of the decisions of the church. The first step of the plan, in cooperation with FELM, 
is to start a program for women to empower them and teach them their role in the life 
of the church, family, and community. Deacon Sari Johanna will be the leader of this 
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program, which we decided to call “Women for Christ.” We had planned to begin this 
program in September 2020, but this is all subjected to the development of COVID-19.    
 
In conclusion, we would like to ask you to keep us in your prayers and to thank you for 
your companionship and partnership. We also would like to thank the Vocational 
Training School for providing the location for our meetings for the second year in a 
row. 
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THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH OF THE REDEEMER 

IN JERUSALEM, ENGLISH-SPEAKING 
Rev. Carrie Ballenger 
 
Overview & Programs 
 
The English-speaking congregation continues to serve a diverse group of worshipers, 
including internationals, locals, and many visiting groups. Our members currently 
come from Germany, Sweden, Finland, the US, the Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland, 
Israel/Palestine, France, and Canada. They represent Lutheran, Catholic, Evangelical, 
Methodist, Presbyterian, Mennonite, and Baptist traditions, among others. This 
diversity is both a blessing and a challenge at times. 
 
We worship each Sunday morning at 9 am, with Holy Communion every Sunday. This 
year we did not have a Sunday School. Our worship attendance ranges from about 20 
people (in summer) to more than 100 (in the high tourism seasons).  
 
We meet regularly on Monday evenings for a Book/Podcast Club at the Swedish 
Christian Study Centre. Tuesday mornings at 10 am we hold a Morning Prayer service 
in the chapel followed by a Bible study at 11 am. This is attended by around 5-10 
people weekly. These studies form the spiritual backbone of the English-speaking 
congregation at Redeemer. 
 
During Advent and Lent, we have a special prayer service, devotions, and a vegetarian 
supper at the pastor’s home. These gatherings are attended by 15-20 people each 
week.  
 
Accomplishments 
 
This year, a Thanksgiving dinner was held at the pastor’s home and was attended by 
35 people. It was a joyful time! For some of the guests, it was their first American 
Thanksgiving meal. 
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According to our tradition, on the 3rd Sunday of Advent we held a “whole church 
Christmas pageant.” Every worshiper was given a costume, and we acted out the 
Christmas story without any rehearsals!  
 
Another highlight of the year was having the Rev. Canon Mary June Nestler with us for 
the 4th Sunday of Advent. Canon Nestler is an Episcopal priest serving at St. George’s 
College in Jerusalem. She was celebrating her 40th anniversary of ordination the week 
she was with us. 
 
We held several joint services over the past year with Pastor Fursan and the Arabic-
speaking congregation at Redeemer. We are grateful for Pastor Fursan’s initiative in 
suggesting these more frequent joint services and field trips.  
 
We continued to participate in some congregational activities that have become 
traditional for us: the LWF grape and olive harvests, Halloween trick-or-treating on the 
Mount of Olives, and international services for Reformation Day and Christmas Eve. 
Our joint Holy Week and Easter services were cancelled because of COVID-19. 
 
This year we had 5 baptisms, with 2 of them taking place in the Jordan River. We have 
several more scheduled in upcoming weeks, but they may be postponed due to the 
restrictions on gathering for worship.  
 
In the Spring of 2019, we had a pastoral intern from Princeton Theological Seminary, 
Mary Morrow. Princeton chose another theology student to send again this spring, but 
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sadly she was unable to come due to the virus. This student will likely come to be with 
us in Spring 2021. 
 
Challenges 
 
The biggest challenge this year, of course, is the restriction on gathering for public 
worship during this global pandemic. Sermons and prayers have been posted online 
since March 15 – on Vimeo, Facebook, the pastor’s blog, and by email. Many of our 
church members returned to their home countries, and our members who reside in 
the West Bank have been unable to attend worship for even longer. Although it is 
difficult to do ministry this way, and we are eager to get back to normal, the 
unexpected blessing has been that the members who had to leave, as well as former 
members across the globe, have been watching our online sermons and prayers. I am 
thankful to be able to minister across the miles and will consider continuing to record 
and post sermons even after we are able to gather once again in the church.  
 
Looking to the Future 
 
Future plans, once we are able to gather again for worship in person, include a possible 
sunrise service “re-do” – although it will not be Easter, it seems appropriate to have a 
special service on the Mount of Olives once we are able to be reunited.  
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THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH OF THE 

REFORMATION IN BEIT JALA 

Rev. Ashraf Tannous 
 
Overview / Programs 
 
On the 1st of September, I was officially assigned to be the pastor of the Lutheran 
Church of the Reformation in Beit Jala. Previously, I was serving the congregations in 
Beit Sahour, and in the last two years I served in Beit Jala in addition to Beit Sahour. 
This move will allow me to focus more deeply on the individual needs of the 
congregation in Beit Jala and to encourage growth and community development.  
 
This year has been a year of reestablishing routines and deepening the activities that 
usually occur in the congregation. We held worship every week on Sunday with 
growing attendance. We also have a Bible study every Wednesday, women’s group 
every Thursday, and weekly meetings with both the senior and junior youth groups. 
On the first Saturday of every month the elders of the church usually meet to discuss 
issues and plan for the future. These aspects are the foundation of a healthy church 
community.  
 
Offering social and financial support to the church community is a very important part 
of the character of the church. I regularly go to visit the elderly and homebound to 
pray with them and give them communion. We also help many sick people in the 
community with the funds needed to purchase medication. Our congregation also 
supports students from the church and the community with school and university 
tuition.  
 
The Lutheran Church of the Reformation also continues to focus on connection to the 
wider community. The garden of the church, which is cared for by one of the 
congregants, is thriving and a beautiful space in Beit Jala. The playground in the garden 
is open for the public and can also be rented by members of the community for 
birthdays and other celebrations. Additionally, the connection with the Beit Ibrahim 
guesthouse remains very strong and we have full cooperation in all of our activities.  
 
Finally, we continue to enjoy and cherish the visits from our partners in other 
countries. These relationships are so important to us, and we were lucky this year to 
have visits from many different countries, especially Germany. 
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Accomplishments 
 
Starting in early September, we revitalized the women’s group at the church. This 
ministry was very vibrant in the past but hasn’t been as active of late. To begin, we 
instituted a small Bible Study especially for women and created groups for handiwork 

and various crafts. During 
Christmas time, the church 
hosted a Christmas Bazaar led by 
the women’s group and the 
youth, where they sold their 
crafts. Several other groups from 
the community also joined to sell 
their wares. This was a great 
event to bring the whole 
community together and a huge 
success for the women’s group 
and youth of the church.  

 
A very exciting new ministry for the church is the Music Program. Music is shown to be 
very important to children’s development and is also a key part of both Arab and 
Lutheran heritage. We began teaching eight students at the church piano or oud 
lessons, allowing them to develop their creative skills and connect to their culture. Four 
students have moved on to the next level of instruction, and we have even been able 
to offer them online lessons during the lockdown. 
 
We have also begun the process of strengthening the relationship between the church 
and Talitha Kumi Lutheran School. I am now the pastor at Talitha Kumi, leading the 
morning devotions at the school three times a week. Talitha Kumi’s Scout Group is also 
under my spiritual direction.  
 
Challenges 
 
The most pressing challenge currently is the COVID-19 pandemic, which is putting 
massive strain on our community. Because I live in Jerusalem for political and family 
reasons while my congregation is in Beit Jala, I have not been able to be physically 
present with the church during this time. This has put a lot of pressure on me and the 
congregation. Many people are seeking Holy Communion and visitation during this 
uncertain time, but I am not able to cross the wall to visit them. Despite this, we have 
been able to distribute a significant amount of aid – both materials and funds – to 
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needy members of the community. I am grateful to my Lutheran pastoral colleagues 
and Catholic priests who aided the community with necessary Holy Communion.  
 
Looking to the Future 
 
One of our main goals is to reactivate the Sunday School and make it into a vibrant 
ministry. We had found two young people from the youth group of the church willing 
to lead the classes, but our plans to initiate the group were put on hold by the COVID-
19 pandemic. We also planned to reactivate the young couples meeting, which 
provides support to newlyweds and young families just beginning their lives together. 
This is a part of our vision to support the community in all phases of life.  
 
We also plan to establish an official Social Work Desk to support the church and the 
wider community in connection with the ELCJHL. This would encompass much of our 
other ministries, such as financial assistance to purchase medication or pay tuition fees 
and visitations to the elderly and sick. would allow us to do more work and conduct 
surveys on community needs.  
 
As we continue to strengthen the relationship between the church and Talitha Kumi, 
one of our next steps is to revive the strong connection between the girls’ boarding 
section and the congregation by inviting them to worship and to participate in youth 
groups. 
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THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHRISTMAS CHURCH IN 

BETHLEHEM 
Rev. Munther Isaac 
 
Overview & Programs 
 
This has been a challenging yet fruitful year for our community at the Evangelical 
Lutheran Christmas Church. The year was marked by my taking over the responsibility 
of overseeing the congregation and pastoral intern at Beit Sahour, a new partnership 
with a congregation in Salisbury, a new initiative, a new milestone, and, of course, the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, the church continued to hold weekly worship as well 
as facilitating the children’s ministry, women’s ministry, and Bible studies.  
 
The children’s ministry at 
Christmas Lutheran continues to 
grow with the help of Mrs. Berta 
Shomali, who has led the group for 
two years. She conducts many 
different activities for the children, 
including a gathering for church 
kids on Fridays from 9 to 12. One 
of the highlights of the children’s 
ministry this year was a week-long 
partnership with the Diyar Dance 
Theatre to a Christmas program 
that was open to the community and included several different events. 
 
Our women’s group meet once a month, each time for a different activity. In addition 
to the monthly meeting, the women engage in several community outreach activities, 
such as visiting an elderly care center. The women’s ministry is led by a committee of 
nine members, each having a role in financing, organizing, and planning activities for 
the future. Of course, other church women also participate in the planning as well! 
 
We hold Bible studies in three cycles of four weeks each per year. This year, the Bible 
study was augmented by the participation of some members from the Lutheran 
Church in Beit Sahour. One highlight was hosting Fr. David Neuhaus, who explained 
more about the Old Testament and how Jews read the scriptures. 
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Accomplishments 
 
Over a period of three days at the end of July 2019, Christmas Lutheran Church held 
its annual summer conference in Tiberias. 90 members participated in the conference 
– our largest attendance since I took over as pastor. The conference included several 
visits to holy sites, religious and educational activities, and entertainment. I gave 
several lectures on the history of the Christian Church and faith. Likewise, Mrs. Marwa 
Nasser-Mtsler, a church member who lives abroad, conducted a workshop on modern 
education and its important. One highlight was the visit to the Episcopal Church of St. 
Paul in Shafa-Amr, represented by its patron Pastor Fouad Dagher. Pastor Fouad spoke 
about the church and Christian life in the town. Other visits included the Magdala 
Church and the Place of Exodus, led by Mr. Faraj Allati. We also took a boat ride on the 
Sea of Galilee. On the last day of the conference, we visited the city of Haifa. All in all, 
the conference was a great success.  
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One of our greatest successes was our first ever Children’s Summer Camp, held from 
the 5th to the 16th of August. The Christmas Church, in partnership with the Dar al-
Kalima Lutheran School in Bethlehem, welcomed 30 children from the church and the 
wider community to participate in a two-week long camp, titled “Fruit on a Tree.” The 
camp was made up of several components, including spiritual activities, sports, art, 
music (with the assistance of Brass for Peace), and trips to nearby locations. We visited 
the Environmental Education Center, where the children learned to identify different 
types of birds and plants. In addition to our ministry team, church youth and students 
from the Bethlehem Bible College served as volunteers. The camp was such a success 
that the church elders voted to make this an annual event for local children.  
 
Finally, we also had the opportunity to sign a covenant of partnership with St. John 
Lutheran Church in Salisbury during my visit in September 2019. This is an exciting new 
opportunity to grow alongside our international partners. In addition to my time in 
Salisbury, the ELCA organized a speaking tour for me throughout the Chicago area. I 
also had the opportunity to meet with ELCA leadership, including Presiding Bishop 
Elizabeth Eaton.  
 
Challenges 
 
The political reality of the Israeli Occupation of the West Bank remains our biggest 
challenge, and it seems that we are heading for more difficult days. I wrote more about 
this challenge in Haaretz (“Donald Trump is Complicit in a Catastrophe for Christians”). 
Delivering a message of hope, especially to our youth, remains a big challenge.  
 
Our small number as a congregation also makes it difficult to conduct sustainable 
youth’s and children’s initiatives. We must join forces as Lutheran congregations in the 
Bethlehem Area in order to have more children present at our events. We are excited 
by the beginnings of a partnership with the youth in Beit Sahour.  
 
Another challenge for us is the location of Christmas Church and the difficulty of 
scheduling events. Visitors and members have difficulty reaching the church, with no 
parking spaces nearby. It is difficult to schedule elders’ meetings, bible studies, 
dinners, and other church events due to the lack of taxis and cars.  
 
Of course, the COVID-19 pandemic must be mentioned as a significant challenge. The 
COVID-19 catastrophe, which began in March 2020 in Palestine, has led to a complete 
lockdown since March 7th, 2020. Church services have been broadcasted through 
Facebook, which has been well-received by local members, members who live abroad, 
and others in the community. Bethlehem depends economically on tourism, especially 
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hotels, souvenir shops, restaurants, churches, and tourism-related offices. Many 
people, including church members, have lost their only source of income as a result of 
the lockdown. Moreover, the lockdown and the global situation is forcing many 
organizations to make pay-cuts, sometimes up to 50 percent. This will have heavy 
consequences for many families.  
 
Our church responded to this crisis by putting in place a simple emergency plan, which 
included the creation of a fund and supporting community initiatives. Some members 
contributed to the fund, and we as a church family are making sure that those who 
have lost their income are well-supported during this crisis.  
 
Looking to the Future 
 
We have many goals for the future, all of which are somewhat threatened by the 
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. It is our hope that we will still be able to achieve many 
of these goals, despite the pandemic.  
 
One of our largest goals is to strengthen the children’s ministry and youth program. 
We hope to include many more activities for the children and to expand the children’s 
ministry to include children from all the Bethlehem Area congregations. We also have 
plans to create a youth leadership initiative, to bring up the next generation of young 
leaders in the church and the community.  
 
Likewise, we hope to strengthen our relationships with Bethlehem area churches. Not 
only our youth, but all of our members would benefit from strong relationships with 
each other. These inter-congregational and inter-denominational relationships will 
strengthen all of our congregations. I also plan more congregational visits to holy sites.  
 
Finally, we want to ensure that our partnerships with international congregations 
remain strong. We will be sure to keep in touch with all of our current partnerships, 
while also looking for opportunities to create new relationships and partnerships.  
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THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH IN BEIT SAHOUR 
Vicar Rodny Said 

 

Overview & Programs 
 
I began serving as the Vicar / Pastoral Intern in late August of 2019, under the 
supervision of Pastor Munther Isaac of Christmas Lutheran Church in Bethlehem. A 
large part of my ministry over the past year has been getting to know the congregation 
and the community. By visiting church members, holding monthly meetings with 
church elders, and being present to have conversations, I have begun to learn what 
the congregation’s needs and desires are for a full-time pastor in their midst and how 
they envision the life of the church in the future. During this time, most of the church’s 
activities, such as Sunday School, Bible Studies, and celebrations, remained the same. 
This was so that I could learn how things currently work and how I can best do ministry 
among this small community. Step by step, I have been becoming a part of the 
community and the congregation. In the future, I hope to continue these meetings and 
expand to new Bible studies, book studies, and other activities. 
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One of the most important aspects of the Lutheran Church in Beit Sahour is its 
connection with the Evangelical Lutheran School in Beit Sahour. Traditionally, the 
pastor of the church also helps to lead early morning devotionals at the school. We 
also hosted a Christmas celebration for the students, and had school not been 
cancelled due to the COVID-19 virus we would have held a celebration for the 
graduating students. I also taught Christian Education to the 11th and 12th grade 
students at the school and led several visits to churches outside the school with the 
students. This has helped to build the relationship between the school and the 
congregation. 
 
Accomplishments 
 
One of the most significant accomplishments of the past months has been beginning 
to develop a strong relationship between the congregation and the Beit Sahour 
Lutheran Scout Group. Because I am still pretty young, it was really productive and 
exciting to connect with the Scouts. I tried to always be there during their practices, so 
that I could meet all of the scouts and their leaders. In the past, the Scout Group has 
felt very disconnected from the congregation and they felt as though they were on 
their own. However, I believe that the Scouts are a very important part of the church 
and they represent the church to the public.  
 
To strengthen the relationship, we invited the Scouts to many of our church activities, 
including the Thanksgiving Lunch and the day we put Christmas decorations up. We 
even saw some scouts attend service with their families. I also encouraged 
congregation members to attend all the Scouts’ events and to support them in their 
work. This support included some financial contributions from the congregation. 
Together, the Scouts and members of the congregation created a joint committee so 
that we could discuss important issues. During the 10th Anniversary celebration of the 
Beit Sahour Scouts, Bishop Azar asked the Scouts to represent the entire ELCJHL, not 
only the small community of Beit Sahour.  
 
Challenges 
 
One of the biggest challenges has been the fact that I live in Jerusalem, relatively far 
away from the congregation. This makes it difficult to connect with the congregation 
and with the school during early morning devotions. The lockdown caused by this 
pandemic has made this especially challenging, because for 60 days I was not able to 
visit my congregation or any of the members. Finally, two weeks ago, I was able to visit 
the church and see some members, but even this is only possible with extreme 
difficulty.   
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This year has also been especially difficult for the congregation, because a lot of people 
have lost their jobs and began struggling with so many different things as a result of 
the pandemic. Although these challenges are significant and frightening, they have 
brought the community together even more tightly to support one another.   
 
On a personal level, I am still trying to learn who I am in a congregation and a new 
community. This is normal for any new call, and especially because this is my first 
congregation. It is also challenging for the congregation to adjust to this new beginning 
as a community. It would be strange if this did not bring challenges, but it is also 
exciting and brings many wonderful opportunities to grow and change.  
 
Looking to the Future 
 
During this time before my ordination, we have held several joint Bible studies with 
the Christmas Lutheran Church in Bethlehem, as well as hosted some other joint 
activities. Although this began because of Pastor Munther’s role as my supervisor, we 
hope to continue to develop the relationship between the two congregations. We 
believe that this can strengthen both congregations.  
 
Another goal is to continue to strengthen the relationship between the school, the 
Scouts, and the congregation. If I am able to relocate closer to the congregation, I will 
be able to attend and help lead the morning devotions at the school and it will make 
it possible for me to attend more events. We also want to encourage our Lutheran 
youth to join the Scouts, and to encourage the scouts and their families to attend 
weekly worship services.  
 
I also am very hopeful for the future of the Youth Ministry in Beit Sahour and in the 
ELCJHL at large. As a young person in the church, the Youth Ministry was very 
important to me. Even before I finished my studies and returned to Palestine, I have 
been involved in helping Pastor Ashraf with activities. We have a problem around the 
world that the youth are far from the church. However, we have a new generation of 
young people coming up across the ELCJHL synod.  
I will begin by working with the young people of the Beit Sahour and Bethlehem 
congregations. One of the first steps I plan to take when the lockdown is lifted is to 
create a library or other space for the Sunday School to meet. Currently, the Sunday 
School is being led by congregation members in the Church Hall adjacent to the 
sanctuary. I think it is very important for the young people of the congregation to have 
their own space to meet, have fun, and learn together. We have already created a 
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Facebook page for all of the youth throughout the synod, and we hope that this can 
be a positive space.  
 
From that point, we can take the youth on camping trips and revitalize leadership 
initiatives that teach how to be leaders in the church and the community at large. 
When I was a young person, we had a leadership initiative called Sahiroon that helped 
a lot of people from my generation to grow into themselves. A few weeks ago, 
graduates of the program had a Zoom call together with Sally Azar to talk about 
revitalizing this project, and many people were willing to step up and help to build this 
initiative. We are very excited about the prospect that this project might be able to 
flourish in the ELCJHL once again. 
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THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH OF THE GOOD 

SHEPHERD – AMMAN, JORDAN 
Rev. Imad Haddad 
 
Overview & Programs 
 
The Church of the Good Shepherd 
is a community of believers, born 
amidst the context of 
displacement, called to care and 
to lead. We are a community of 
believers who decided, against all 
the odds and the power of sin and 
death, to live as sons and 
daughters of the resurrection.  
 
I am a newcomer to the Church of 
the Good Shepherd, and cannot 
report on last year’s 
achievements, projects, and 
activities, due to the lack of 
information that I received in this 
regard. Therefore, my report will 
cover the first months of the year 
2020.  
 
Accomplishments 
 
It is difficult to speak of accomplishments in this short period, especially after the 
lockdown that was forced on the country by the COVID-19 pandemic. The only 
achievement that one can talk about is summarized in few meetings, bible studies, 
visitations, and phone calls. These few aforementioned activities, however, prove daily 
to be so vital for the ministry of the Church in the present time and in the future.   
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Challenges 
 
The challenge that faces the Church of the Good Shepherd this year, and probably for 
years in the future, is a combination of healing that must be done internally, organizing 
and reconnecting to the main body of the church, and continuing the ministry with the 
society and ecumenical body in Jordan. In other words, we need to do the following: 
heal the wounds of the present, tend to the scars of the past, and reach out for a bright 
future in the light of Christ.   
 
Looking to the Future 
 
Our future goals are to reestablish the Sunday School, youth, women’s, and other 
ministries; re-configure the role of the Ecumenical Center in light of the church’s 
ministry; and revive the ministry of home visits to create healing and bridges between 
people. 
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ADDITIONAL REPORTS 
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THE YOUTH DESK 
Rev. Ashraf Tannous 

Overview & Programs 

The Youth Desk of the ELCJHL seeks to form the next generation of Lutheran leaders 
by providing training, fellowship, education, and entertainment to young people from 
across the church. In addition to supporting the youth ministries of the individual 
congregations, the Youth Desk puts on several annual events for the youth of the 
church as a whole. Young people of the church are already becoming leaders in their 
own right, helping to lead activities for the younger youth and even the whole 
congregation. We take our responsibility to train them as leaders extremely seriously. 

Having a strong Lutheran and Palestinian identity is key to the long-term health of the 
church and helps to ensure that young people will remain in the Holy Land rather than 
emigrating to other countries. The activities of the Youth Desk are essential to forming 
and supporting this sense of identity as a Lutheran and a Palestinian, encouraging 
connection to the land, the community, and the church.  

Accomplishments 

Our annual youth conference, held during the summer of 2019 in Akko, was attended 
by more than 150 youth. This event is always a great success, and this year was no 
exception. Three groups (ages 8 – 12, 13 – 18, and 18 – 23) met separately to play 
games together, study the Bible, and participate in many other activities. For this 
upcoming summer, the youth had requested a longer time for the camp, and I had 
planned five full days and four nights for the oldest group. Unfortunately, the event 
had to be cancelled due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. 

Cross-cultural and international exchanges are an important part of the Youth Desk’s 
work, as we strive to facilitate connections between different groups. This year, we 
held the Crossroads Conference in Palestine, which was supposed to be attended by 
Palestinian, Swedish, and Mozambican youth. Unfortunately, the Mozambican group 
was not able to acquire permits to enter Israel and they were not able to join us. 20 
Palestinian youth participated in that event. In addition to the Crossroads Conference, 
15 youth also went on a cross-cultural exchange to Badtölz, Germany, in order to meet 
with our partners there. We are extremely grateful for the friendship between our 
young people. 
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Finally, we are extremely proud of the young people who are already participating as 
leaders in their congregations. Six young people are training as organists for their 
congregation, helping to lead weekly worship through their music. Although the 
current youth organists are growing older and will soon age out of the program, the 
hope is to lift up the future generation to begin training to lead worship through music. 
Additionally, several young people are also serving as mentors for the younger youth 
groups at their own congregations.  

Challenges 

The most significant challenge that we face is the lack of a proper space to gather the 
youth together within the West Bank. In order to bring everyone together in a space 
that is appropriate for the children to play and reflect, we must cross the Green Line 
into Israel. The uncertainty of crossing through the checkpoints means that sometimes 
we are not able to do planned activities, as the soldiers frequently stop our bus. The 
only location that we have within the West Bank is the Jericho Resort, which is more 
of a hotel than a conference center.  
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It also is challenging at times to adjust to the different needs of the various age groups. 
The younger children need more guidance and support, especially during overnight 
stays, as they feel the absence of their parents more than their older peers. We also 
must be vigilant about electronics usage during Youth Desk events. Technically, 
electronics such as cell phones are not allowed at our events, but many children 
attempt to sneak phones in, which can be disruptive to community building.  

Finally, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic cannot be understated. The lockdown 
and cancellation of school are especially difficult on young people, who may feel 
isolated without being able to meet with their friends and peers. Unfortunately, many 
of our summer events have already had to be cancelled due to restrictions over the 
pandemic, and it is uncertain when we will be able to hold meetings and events once 
again. 

Looking to the Future 

As a response to the challenge faced by the lack of a proper meeting space, one of my 
main goals is to acquire a piece of land in the West Bank to construct a Youth Retreat 
Center. This would not need to be a “fancy” building, and in fact simple might be 
preferable. However, having spaces to hold meetings for both small and large groups, 
spaces to play games, and simple lodging arrangements would be incredibly beneficial. 
It also could help to strengthen ecumenical relationships as we could open up the 
center to youth groups from other churches.  

We are also now in the process of reactivating the Youth Leadership Training, called 
Sahiroon. Sally Azar and Vicar Rodny Said are both assisting with this project, as 
graduates of the initiative and young people in the church. This is an exciting 
opportunity to revitalize the youth ministry and train the next group of leaders in the 
church. Many of the initiative’s graduates remain involved and say that the training 
was critical to their formation of self.  

Finally, we are also looking into forming an annual Youth Day for all of the churches’ 
youth. This would function somewhat like the Youth Conference held each summer 
but take place over a single day. It would involve Bible studies, singing, games, worship, 
and lunch and would serve to bring all the young people together in community.   
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THE WOMEN’S DESK 
Ms. Ranan Issa 
 
Overview & Programs 
 
Women have always played an 
important role in the work of the 
church and are considered the 
backbone of the family. The women 
of the ELCJHL are like women 
everywhere; busy trying to develop 
themselves personally and find 
balance in their faith, work, and 
family lives. However, Palestinian 
women face unique challenges. In 
addition to the patriarchal culture 
and traditions that restrict the 
freedom of women, they must also face the daily challenge and discrimination of the 
Israeli Occupation. Palestinian women do not have full access to their rights; they are 
the most vulnerable and marginalized segment of society.  
 
The Women’s Ministry is a direct response to this problem and is one of the most 
important ministries of the ELCJHL. It is open for women of all ages, seeking to connect 
women to their Lutheran identity and empower them to achieve significant, positive 
change. The ministry empowers women by increasing their awareness and providing 
them with an opportunity to network and advocate for their rights.  
 
Numerous congregational and churchwide women’s events have been held 
throughout the past year. Many of these activities are designed to bring women 
together to be in relationship and build their faith. On the 1st of March 2019, Mrs. Aida 
Haddad and Mrs. Nora Carmi organized the Palestinian worship for the Women’s 
World Day of Prayer, a worldwide movement of Christian women from 170 different 
countries. Later that month, 70 women from our Lutheran congregations visited the 
city of Haifa with the Holy Site Trip Ministry for a program to celebrate both Mother’s 
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Day and International Women’s Day. Additionally, more than 70 women attended our 
annual Christmas dinner, held at Beit Ibrahim in Beit Jala. 

 
The Women’s Desk also hosted events focused on promoting women’s rights. On the 
13th of June 2019, 80 participants, both men and women, gathered for a conference 
titled “Gender Justice from a Religious Perspective.” This conference discussed the 
issues of gender justice from both a Christian and a Muslim perspective. We also 
highlighted the work of the ELCJHL’s Ecclesiastical Court towards a more equitable 
family law system, in order to encourage other faith organizations in the Middle East 
and across the globe to adopt a similar model. A workshop on the Status of Palestinian 
Women’s Rights and the Implementation of the Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Discriminations Against Women (CEDAW), attended by 55 women, raised 
women’s awareness of international conventions on women’s rights and encouraged 
women to participate in decision-making positions in the Church.  Finally, the Women’s 
Desk also organized a workshop on the Thursdays in Black campaign to affirm the 
ELCJHL’s support of the World Council of Churches’ initiative and commitment to 
gender justice. 
 
Accomplishments 
 
Encouraged by the church’s interest in social mobilization and the spiritual growth of 
all its members, the Women’s Ministry has gained momentum this year. I was hired to 
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be a full-time employee, which will allow the church to give significant priority to 
gender justice. The church has also accelerated the empowerment of civil society and 
helped to close the gap between the traditional role of women and their contemporary 
needs. 
 
The ELCJHL Women’s Desk, in cooperation with the Church of Sweden, Dar al-Kalima 
University, Churches for Middle East Peace, DanChurchAid / Norwegian Church Aid, 
the Presbyterian Church, and the Church of Scotland, formed the Gender Justice for 
Palestine Committee. The Committee consists of both women and men dedicated to 
the equality of women in Palestine. Our first conference, held in June 2019, began the 
process of collecting ideas for future workshops and committees. This is an important 
first step towards creating full gender justice in Palestine.  
 
On the heels of the CEDAW workshop (outlined above) to promote women’s 
participation in decision making within the Church, Ms. Nancy Khair Qumsieh of Beit 
Sahour was elected to serve on the ELCJHL Church Synod. Bishop Azar had indicated 
that he would like to see the Synod Council have representation of women, men, and 
youth to meet the Lutheran World Federation Gender Justice policy mandate of 2013, 
which indicates that LWF member churches should have at least 40 percent women 
and 20 percent youth representation in church decision making.  
 
Challenges 
 
The striking fact that there are still many challenges facing Palestinian women in 
general and Lutheran women in particular is one of many reasons for the women of 
the ELCJHL to continue making their own way in their engagement with the church and 
the wider community. These social barriers are still significant, and we face some 
resistance to certain aspects of our work. 
 
As a community, we have managed to maintain contact with one another out of a 
fervent belief that nothing can separate us, neither roadblocks nor separation walls. 
The personal relationships that we have developed with each other over the past years 
will not be broken. However, one of the most significant challenges that we face 
continues to be the geographical separation between our congregations, which 
increases the difficulty of communication between us.  
 
Other Activities 
 
The Women’s Desk has also had the opportunity to participate in several international 
events and conferences this year. From the 6th to the 13th of October 2019, I 
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participated in the ELCA’s “Break Down the Diving Walls: Erasing Hostility” conference 
as a part of the Gender Focus Group, which advocated for gender equality issues within 
the context of the broader event. I had the opportunity to present on the challenges 
faced by Palestinian women and how the Separation Wall directly affects our daily 
lives.  
 
Currently, I am on the planning committee for ELCA Global Mission’s Global Leadership 
Academy, working to develop a gathering of 35 to 40 women from around the world 
for networking, education, and advocacy. The Academy was scheduled to be held in 
the Holy Land in November 2020, but due to the current pandemic it may be 
postponed until 2021.  
 
I was also nominated to be a member of the ACT Global Reference Group on Gender 
Justice. I met with the chairs of Communities of Practise (CoPs) at the WCC Ecumenical 
Centre in Geneva from the 25th to the 28th of February 2020. Together with the Gender 
Justice Reference Group, we developed an action plan for 2019 – 2022. We continue 
to meet online to give updates on our progress. 
 
Looking to the Future 
 
With the COVID-19 pandemic, many women are facing increasing hardship; shut down 
businesses, increased caregiving responsibilities, and gender-based violence threaten 
the well-being of many Palestinian women. Therefore, the Women’s Desk decided to 
start a series of online workshops and conferences focused on mental and 
psychological health. This year, there will be more focus on information sharing, 
networking, advocacy, and awareness-raising. We will put a greater emphasis on 
ecumenical cooperation and leadership training for young women.  
 
The Women’s Desk is particularly excited about Ms. Sally Azar following her vocation 
in the Ministry of God and hopes that her example will encourage other female 
theologians. Her future ordination will be a significant step toward the full 
participation of women in church leadership. I believe we will continue to see more 
and more inclusion of women in the churches of the Holy Land, hearing their strong 
voices.  
 
In conclusion, I would like to thank Bishop Sani Ibrahim Azar, Mrs. Nahla Azar, and the 
Women’s Committee for their dedication and contribution to the success of the 
Women’s Ministry. I would also like to thank our partners for their generous support 
of the work and service of the ELCJHL Women’s Desk. 
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THE ECCLESIASTICAL COURT 
Rev. Imad Haddad, Chief Justice 
 
Overview 
 
“What does the Lord require of you but to do justice, and to love kindness, and to 
walk humbly with your God?” (Micah 6:8) 
 
The Ecclesiastical Court of the ELCJHL is growing steadily toward serving the Lutheran 
community in Jordan and the Holy Land. Justice and gender equality are the major 
characteristics of this young court. This distinguishes us as a leader among the many 
other ecclesiastical courts in the Middle East. 
 
Although we are one of the youngest ecclesiastical courts in Jordan and the Holy 
Land, our model of personal and family law has made a significant impact on the 
other courts and it is seen as an example to follow. We have the most equitable 
family law system in the whole of the Middle East. The Women’s Desk of the ELCJHL, 
through their activities, lectures, programs, and conferences, has broadened the 
understanding and acceptance of the meaning of gender justice in the ecclesiastical 
court system and in the society at large. Still, there is much to do through the joint 
work of the Ecclesiastical Court and the Women’s Desk.  
 
Accomplishments 
 
We are thankful for the work of our judges, who strive to achieve the best for our 
court and its work; we are also thankful for their constant advice, which has helped 
us to adjust and improve our services to the people of our church. In particular, Ms. 
Scarlet Bishara, our female judge in the first instance court, is doing an excellent job 
representing the new personal laws and court system; she represented the church 
and the court in several local and international meetings, courses, and conferences.  

 
Over the course of 2019, we were able to 
give rulings in many of the long standing 
and difficult cases that we have received 
since 2016, which resulted in freeing the 
court to be able to study and concentrate 
on other new cases that may arise. This 
creates the potential to continue to grow 
and improve our services to the church.  
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In the following charts you will find a summary of cases we are following and/or have 
followed up to date.  
 
 

First Instance Court 
 
Year  Inheritance  Marital  Others  

2016  11 4 3 

2017 4 0 3 
2018 9 3 4 

2019 3 0 1 
2020 1 0 2 
Total  28 7 12 

 
 
 

Appeals Court 
 

Year  Inheritance  Marital  Others  

2016  0 0 0 
2017 0 0 0 

2018 1 3 0 

2019 0 1 1 
Total  1 4 1 

 
Challenges 
 
One of the major challenges that we experience is dealing with three different 
governments and sets of rules regarding the courts. Although the progress towards 
fully operating under all three governments is slower than we desire, we continue to 
move forward. Bishop Azar is closely following the process in Jordan, with the hope 
that we will be able open a court office there to serve the congregants and their 
interests in the country.  
 
The second challenge that we have experienced and are on the way to fully solving is 
finding a process for rulings in the appeals court. Bishop Azar is by law is the chief 
justice of the appeals court as the Bishop of the ELCJHL. However, he cannot take 
part in the rulings of the appeals court in some cases, since he was the chief justice of 
the first instance court prior to his installation as Bishop of the ELCJHL. In order to 
overcome this issue, the church has approached Bishop Emeritus Younan and asked 
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him to be the judge for these cases. The church has also approached Ms. Nicole 
Awad to be part of the appeals court as a judge, because according to law there 
should be someone with a law background to accompany and assist the pastors and 
other justices in the rulings.  
 

[ Return to Table of Contents ] 
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THE DEAF MINISTRY 
Rev. Fursan Zu’mot 
 
Overview & Programs 
 
In 2019, the Deaf Ministry continued to be one of the most important ministries of the 
ELCJHL. Many Deaf people have a very limited knowledge about Jesus and the Bible, 
because up until now there have been few if any initiatives to reach out to them. The 
church has taken the initiative to teach, guide, and walk alongside Deaf people 
throughout their spiritual journey. Therefore, the ELCJHL continues to be a place 
where Deaf people can gather, enjoy fellowship with each other, and learn more about 
God. The many activities facilitated by the Deaf Ministry also help the Deaf community 
to break their isolation and begin to feel more fully integrated into the community.  
 
The Deaf Ministry meets weekly in Ramallah and Beit Sahour to study the Bible and to 
help attendees to be aware of God’s presence in their life. These Bible studies teach 
the Deaf community Biblical stories and how they can live as Christians as a minority 
population within the community. Our 2019 theme was “God in the Midst of Isolation,” 
and the sessions were led by Pastor Fursan Zu’mot and a young Deaf man named Majdi 
Mrabi.  
 
Accomplishments 
 
In 2019, the Deaf Ministry was able to hold several joint meetings of the communities 
from Ramallah and Beit Sahour. These meetings took place at Beit Ibrahim in Beit Jala. 
The combination of the two groups, although made difficult by checkpoints, is 
important to allow them to build relationships with each other and widen their 
community. These relationships help them to grow in self-worth and confidence. 
During these joint meetings, we learn Bible stories, play games, and share a meal. This 
lasts a full day.  
 
We also held a joint Christmas dinner at a restaurant in Beit Sahour, where the 
communities from Ramallah and Beit Sahour gathered to celebrate Christmas 
together.  
 
One of the most exciting events of 2019 was welcoming Michael Hoffman, who works 
with the Deaf community in Norway, to talk with us. This is an important step in the 
plan of building strong relationships with Deaf people in many places across the world. 
It was very exciting to meet with Mr. Hoffman and to discuss plans for the future. I also 
was able to visit with a Deaf congregation in Berlin and preach there, strengthening 
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the connection between the Deaf Ministry and our international partners. It was an 
honor to guest preach and to meet with Pastor Roland again. 
 
Challenges 
 
One of the biggest challenges for the Deaf Ministry is financial resources, which are 
very limited in comparison to the plans we have to minister to and with the Deaf 
community. Quite simply, we do not have the money to implement all of the goals that 
we have. One immediate need that we have is for multimedia resources in order to 
facilitate teaching within the Deaf community. For instance, a multimedia projector 
and a laptop would allow us to display more visual materials, which are more 
meaningful and appropriate to a non-hearing audience.  
 
Another significant challenge for the Deaf Ministry is the scattered locations of Deaf 
people in the community. Since there are two separate groups, one in Ramallah and 
one in Beit Sahour, it is very challenging to gather all together. The distance between 
the communities, as well as the checkpoints, make forming a strong, unified 
community challenging.  
 
Looking to the Future 
 
Many of the plans for the future have been put on hold due to the ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic. However, we are hopeful that this problem will be resolved soon and that 
the plans for the summer may continue.  
 
A joint conference with the Peace Dove Club for the Deaf in Amman, Jordan is planned 
for the summer of 2020. This is one of the first steps in helping to connect the Deaf 
community to their brothers and sisters in other countries.  
 
Four of our Deaf youth also plan to join a summer camp in Germany from the 11th to 
the 19th of July, again working to build the international network of the Deaf Ministry. 
Furthermore, some members of the Deaf Ministry will visit Berlin to meet with the 
Deaf community there.  
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THE HOLY SITE TRIP MINISTRY 
Rev. Saliba Rishmawi 
 
Overview & Programs 
 
The Holy Site Trip Ministry is 
relatively new to the ELCJHL. We are 
now in our second year of this 
important program, which was 
created in response to the desire of 
congregation members to visit the 
Holy Sites. For many of our 
members it has been impossible to 
visit these sacred sites despite living 
in close geographic proximity 
because of the challenges and 
barriers put in place by the Israeli Occupation. With the support of our partners in the 
Church of Norway, we were able to begin a three-year program to bring the members 
of our church to view and participate in this “Fifth Gospel” – the places where Jesus 
walked and preached. 
 
Since the beginning of the program, we have had the opportunity to visit many Holy 
Sites with members of the ELCJHL. Some of the trips were specifically targeted to 
certain groups, such as women or youth, but many were open to be attended by an 
intergenerational group. The goal is to have each trip attended by the Bishop and at 
least 3 of the ELCJHL pastors. Additionally, we prioritize hiring Christian guides who are 
able to give a tour of the site through a Christian lens with good theology. When we 
arrive at the site, we have a prayer and devotion with Holy Communion, and then share 
lunch together. The whole trip is offered at an extremely low price – perhaps 50 
shekels a person – which allows for full participation of our members.  
 
Accomplishments 
 
In the first two years of this ministry, we have been able to plan many successful trips, 
each of which were attended by more than 50 individuals. Together, the ELCJHL has 
taken trips to the Galilee, Jericho, the Jordan River, Haifa, Jenin, and Nablus. This has 
allowed members of the church to visit many important Holy Sites, including St. Peter’s 
Church, Zacchaeus’ Sycamore Tree, the Dead Sea Scrolls, Elijah’s Cave, and Jacob’s 
Well. Many attendees have expressed how meaningful these trips are to them. One 
elderly woman wept while thanking the leaders of the trip, because she had never 
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before had the opportunity to visit these places. This ministry has also strengthened 
the intergenerational ties within the ELCJHL community, bringing together children, 
young families, and the elderly.  
 
The third year of the program was designed to encompass visits to holy sites outside 
of Historical Palestine, including sites in Egypt, Lebanon, and Jordan. 2020 was to have 
the first of these more extended trips. When we first began planning, we looked at the 
opportunities to visit Lebanon and soon discovered that the political situation is such 
that a trip is not possible. Next, we explored the possibility of a trip to Egypt. However, 
the flight costs alone would be prohibitive to many of our members. Therefore, we 
planned a trip to Jordan for 5 days in July of 2020. We were very excited about this 
opportunity to visit holy sites outside of Historical Palestine, but it remains unclear if 
the trip will be possible due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
 

Challenges 
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Generally, there has been a great deal of excitement about this ministry. It is only 
through the support of our partners that we are able to put this program on for our 
members. We have kept the financial burden on our members very low, but in order 
to continue to expand this program we face a financial challenge. We would love to 
see this ministry continue beyond the three years the Church of Norway has 
generously sponsored and supported.   
 
The most significant challenge that we face, however, is the unstable political situation 
both here in Palestine and in the rest of the Middle East. The barriers put in place by 
the Israeli Occupation make planning trips to Holy Sites difficult, as we must acquire 
the correct permissions for our members to travel through the checkpoints. When we 
began to imagine potential trips to other countries, we also encountered challenges 
with their political situations. Although it is challenging to organize these visits, we 
firmly believe that opportunity to witness the sites where our sacred stories occurred 
is worth the challenge. 
 
Looking to the Future 
 
One of our primary goals is to revisit the idea of trips outside of Historical Palestine, 
including the potential trip to Jordan as well as Egypt and Lebanon. There is only one 
more year left in the initial three years of the program, so we are also looking at how 
we might expand this ministry in the future.   
 
Another dream for the future would be to have joint trips to the holy sites with our 
partner churches. Many times, visiting groups come to worship with our 
congregations, which is a very powerful experience for them. This experience would 
be augmented by travelling together to visit some holy sites, so that visiting groups 
could see the experience faced by Palestinian Christians when they travel.  
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THE BAPTISMAL SITE AT BETHANY BEYOND THE JORDAN 
Rev. Hans W. Kasch (serving at BBJ from September 16 until December 15, 2019) 

 
Overview & Programs 
 
The former chaplain Deacon Jonas and his wife Karin Bodin finished their ministry in 
July 2019. This left BBJ without a permanent chaplain present. In response to a call 
from Bishop Azar, the German National Committee of the LWF sent me as a retired 
pastor to serve at BBJ for three months. This shortened timeline allowed me to use a 
tourist visa. My primary task was to be present at the Baptismal Site to welcome 
tourists, especially religious groups. This involved leading tours of the Baptismal Site, 
organizing worship, facilitating pilgrim walks, baptizing on request, and celebrating the 
affirmation of baptism. By using Facebook, newsletters, and other e-mail messages, I 
stayed in contact with the “Friends of BBJ” and those who were interested in visiting 
the site. This communication was an important piece of maintaining the work of the 
previous chaplain. 
 
Additionally, I supervised the caretaker and the general maintenance of the property. 
One of my most important tasks was close cooperation with the Baptismal Site 
Commission and the representatives of the denominations at the wider Baptismal Site. 
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Accomplishments 
 
During my short three months at BBJ, I baptized three children and celebrated four 
affirmations of baptism. In total during 2019 there were 10 baptisms at the Lutheran 
Baptismal Site. There were 902 total visitors to BBJ through November of 2019. I saw 
firsthand how powerful these visits were for the pilgrims; there were many happy and 
emotional faces after the pilgrim walk to the different historical places at the Baptismal 
Site where John the Baptist worked and ministered. The unique atmosphere in the 
Jordan Valley and walking through the last wilderness in the valley left a deep 
impression on many visitors. 
 
One of the most powerful moments in my term as interim chaplain came when a young 
couple from Lebanon visited the site and asked for a blessing of their marriage. They 
were legally married in September, but due to the unsafe situation in Lebanon they 
were forced to postpone their church ceremony. The couple wanted to use their stay 
in Jordan for a ceremony with a blessing. It was very moving to consider their situation, 
their fears, and their hopes, and to bring it in front of God in the Lutheran Church with 
a stunning view over the Jordan Valley. 
 
I also experienced a spiritual journey myself serving at BBJ. At first, I was hesitant as to 
whether it made sense for me to serve at BBJ. After serving for three months at the 
Baptismal Site I am convinced this is a powerful ministry and that it is well worth the 
effort to have a Lutheran Church at the site. 
 
Challenges 
 
While it was possible for me to maintain some of the work of the Baptismal Site, it is 
very clear that BBJ needs a full-time pastor or chaplain working permanently at the 
site. This will allow for the ministry to be more fully developed and successful, rather 
than simply maintaining what currently exists. One of the main challenges is creating 
an active marketing and communications strategy. Although 150,000 pilgrims visited 
the greater Baptismal Site, only about 1,000 come to visit the Lutheran Church. In 
cooperation with the Baptismal Site Commission, it is critical that we establish a system 
to guide visitors to our church, particularly those who are Lutheran. We must find ways 
to connect church-related groups to the Baptismal Site, and furthermore to encourage 
groups that visit the Holy Land to include Jordan and the Baptismal Site in their 
itineraries. There are many opportunities to connect to visitors, and this invitation 
must be spread across the world. 
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Another primary concern for the Baptismal Site is finances. In order to maintain the 
building and the grounds, as well as to develop materials and advertisement 
campaigns, certain costs must be accrued. Increasing the numbers of visitors would 
certainly help in this endeavor. 
 
Looking to the Future 
 
One of the primary goals for BBJ in the future must be to find a full-time pastor or 
chaplain for the site, as having a retired pastor for a short-term stay is only the second-
best solution. Without a long-term person there, it is difficult to maintain the facilities, 
including the church, guesthouse, and grounds.  
 
In developing stronger relations with the Baptismal Site Commission and visiting 
pilgrims, it would be wonderful to offer regularly simple devotions or short worship 
services at the Lutheran church. This could be in cooperation with other 
denominations present at the site, to strengthen ecumenical relations. These activities 
should be widely advertised to increase the presence of pilgrims and make use of our 
beautiful space.  
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CENTER 
Mr. Simon Awad 
 

Overview / Programs 
 
The Environmental Education Center (EEC) began in 1986 as the first environmental 
organization in Palestine. Our unique projects, programs and initiatives distinguish us 
as the pioneer of environmental awareness education and research in Palestine and 
instill environmental values into our partners and participants. The Environmental 
Education Center is built around the idea that the rich and historical biodiversity of 
Palestine is something all Palestinians have the right to learn and know. Our ministry 
lies in our programming, care for creation, our scientific research, and our community 
outreach. Throughout our years as an organization, we have built strong connections 
with local schools, farmers, women, youth and community groups. In years past, we 
have created several annual events that hold strong today, including planting and olive 
picking campaigns, school field trips, the Spring and Olive Harvest Festivals, 
conferences, and forums.  
 
Our annual programming includes the Peacebuilding through Eco-Justice Project, the 
Palestinian Identity Project, community forums, and the Environmental Club program 
run through local schools. Through both the Palestinian Identity Project and the Peace 
Building Project, international partners of the EEC fund outreach with students, 
women, and farmers to educate and provide necessary skill-based resources to the 
wider community. Students learn about their Palestinian culture through the lens of 
learning about the land and its history, and women and farmers find platforms through 
the EEC to establish initiatives within their community.  
 
The EEC is also home to the Talitha Kumi Ringing and Monitoring Station, the first bird 
ringing station in the Arab World. Here, EEC researchers monitor and track bird 
migration patterns, tracking important data about how these migration patterns 
change and which birds call Palestine home. Birds ringed by the EEC have been found 
as far north as Poland and caught birds coming from Sweden and Britain.  
 
As Palestinian citizens work hard to stay at home and maintain social distancing during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, all regular EEC programming has been halted. However, our 
ministry has not stopped. The EEC has adapted to this situation by creating educational 
videos about the pandemic, staying at home, and ensuring good hygiene. These videos 
have been shared widely on Facebook, with some gaining thousands of views. 
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Accomplishments 
 
The EEC has also been an active participant in environmental advocacy in Palestine and 
around the world. This past year, the EEC signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
with the Governorate of Bethlehem led by His Grace Bishop Azar and His Excellency 
Kamel Hamed to improve the environmental health of the city and its surrounding 
area. The Executive Director of EEC Mr. Simon Awad, as chairman of IUCN – Palestine, 
led the Palestinian delegation to the IUCN regional meeting in Kuwait. The EEC also 
participated in the World Council of Churches Working Group for Climate Change 
together with the Ecumenical Indigenous Peoples’ Networks Reference Group in 
Taiwan.  
 
Our work reaches a wider audience through our media presence. This year, the EEC 
was featured in 73 radio interviews, 8 TV episodes, and 30 newspaper articles. The EEC 
also contributed two chapters to two important international books this year: 
Ecological justice for Palestine: Environmental Justice, Popular Struggle and 
Community Development, and New Paradigms for Ecological Education in Palestine in 
Ethics for Life - Bread for the World. 
 
In 2019 alone, the EEC received 2,591 local visitors and 260 international visitors to 
tour the center and learn about our mission. More than 10,000 people were directly 
reached by over 500 activities put on by the EEC. Hundreds of people, both local and 
international, joined in our Palestinian Environmental Conferences and Women’s 
Forums. 
 
Our environmental education programming is now a regular aspect of more than 70 
percent of Palestinian schools, and more than 1700 students participated in 
Environmental Clubs. For our youngest environmental citizens, our Eco-Kindergarten 
program reached 807 students and their parents this year, with a third of students 
participating in our Healthy Breakfast workshops. The EEC also held a drawing 
competition for 7 local universities with the theme of olive trees and their 
importance to the environment and Palestinian culture, encouraging creativity while 
also drawing attention to the connection between land and culture in Palestine.  
 
Our Talitha Kumi Bird Ringing and Monitoring Station tracked the migratory patterns 
of a total of 758 birds of 36 different species. One of the biggest successes of the Bird 
Station was the successful release of 172 Goldfinch (Hassoun) birds back into the wild. 
Unfortunately, many wild birds are captured and sold illegally as pets. The Palestinian 
Quality Authority has identified the EEC as a trusted bird handling center, and when 
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they catch bird poachers the birds are brought to the EEC to be safely ringed and 
released to their home in the wild.  

 
This year, we also distributed 3,296 trees to support the biodiversity of Palestine, 
create more green areas, and sustain food security in communities. 2,300 seedlings of 
native trees were also planted in our Ramallah tree nursery. 
 
Challenges 
 
The military occupation in Palestine makes environmental and outreach work 
unpredictable and necessitates adaptability. Strikes and protests against occupation 
activity often force activities to be cancelled or rescheduled, and settler attacks 
threaten some of our programming. 

 In 2019, the Palestinian Government proposed social security for Palestinians which 
did not include many of the components Palestinians felt they needed. Many teachers 
and staff at schools and universities went on strike to protest this proposal, thus 
forcing EEC events to be rescheduled.  

Furthermore, the ongoing economic crisis as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic 
threatens the financial resources of the EEC and make it more difficult for the 
center’s activities to continue. 
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Other Activities 
 
We are constantly working to improve our programming and outreach through 
surveys and self-assessments. We take all of this feedback into account when 
creating new programming each year. This year, in response to this feedback, we 
prepared a five-year strategy to increase our impact and effectiveness of our mission 
of promoting environmental action and sustainability.  
 
The vision of this plan is to create a conscious and society that is connected to its 
natural environment and works toward sustainability and maintaining biodiversity. 
Our updated  mission is to promote a culture of environmental awareness that enables 
and empowers the community to practice environmental leadership and creativity. 

This plan further has four main goals: Raising awareness and promoting 
environmentally – conscious behavior to create sustainability and protect biological 
diversity; designing and implementing environmental programs and projects that 
support of biodiversity, reduce  consumption of natural resources, and maintain 
Palestinian environmental heritage; achieving environmental justice through advocacy 
and accountability; and strengthening internal governance, quality, accountability, and 
results-based management. 

Future / Goals 
 

As we continue on in uncertain times, the EEC has made quick shifts to proceed with 

our mission through creative online alternatives. We are currently working on what 

online environmental education could look like, and how to best proceed in ways 

which still hold our mission and values accountable and to a high standard of integrity. 

We still hold several goals for the future, although it is uncertain when we will be able 

to proceed with normal programming and activities or expand these programs further. 

We have now created our Natural History Museum at the EEC, and we are hopeful to 

continue to develop the museum so that it can become a National Natural History 

Museum recognized by the Palestinian Authority and by the international community.  

We also continue to seek ways to encourage biodiversity in Palestine. Our goal is to do 

this by continuing to develop the plant nursery in Ramallah and by creating a shelter 

for wildlife. 

 

[ Return to Table of Contents ] 
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THE DAR AL-KALIMA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND 

CULTURE / DIYAR CONSORTIUM 
Rev. Dr. Mitri Raheb 
 

Overview & Programs 
 
In 2019, the Dar al-Kalima University College continued its educational mission and 
increased the numbers of students and teachers. A new BA program in Design was 
accredited and will be offered in 2020. Two programs, Culinary Art and Jewelry, were 
upgraded to fit internationally recognized curricula. We offered both of these 
programs within the German dual learning model, where a student learns both at the 
University College and in the workplace. This ensures a close connection to the job 
market and increases students’ employability. We also added a new project enabling 
DAK to research, develop, and establish an academic track in Art Renovation. 
 
Another new project, “Obader,” involves the creation of an “Artisans’ Hub” on DAK’s 
campus. The Hub will serve DAK’s graduates as well as Palestinian artisans working in 
various handicrafts. DAK will provide advanced training and information about market 
trends. This will assist the artists to upgrade their products to international standards 
and enable them to market and sell their goods to a global audience.  
 
DAK organized two major 
conferences in 2019. The 
conference “Towards Inclusive 
Societies in the Middle East” 
gathered 47 scholars, activists, and 
experts from around the world with 
the aim of stimulating critical 
dialogue on the factors that hinder 
equitable societies in the region. In 
an effort to practice inclusion, 29 of 
the conference participants were 
women and nine were youth under the age of 35. In addition, participants came from 
diverse national backgrounds. The majority hailed from the region, namely Palestine, 
Lebanon, Egypt, Jordan, Syria and the UAE. However, participants also joined from the 
USA, Canada, Sweden, the Netherlands, Austria, Germany, and the UK. 
 
In preparation for Bethlehem 2020: The Arab Cultural Capital, DAK hosted a three-day 
international conference titled “Bethlehem: A Socio-Cultural History.” The conference 
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consisted of lectures and collaborative dialogue and included several tours throughout 
the governate. The objective was to gather an interdisciplinary group of scholars and 
experts involved with social history, cultural anthropology, religious and political 
studies, history, and archaeology.  
 
Accomplishments 
 
The highlight of the year for DAK was without doubt the opening of a training center 
in Gaza, which has been subject to inhumane closure for more than 14 years, with the 
aim of empowering the “Next Generation of Creative Artists in Gaza.” As a result of the 
closure, young people in Gaza face deteriorating socio-economic conditions and are 
deprived of opportunities to receive professional training and exposure. This in turn 
leads to an utter case of desperation and a lack of interest in arts and culture among 
young people. DAK seeks to empower the next generation of creative leaders in Gaza 
by enhancing the skills of young Gazan artists through specialized training course to 
improve the quality of their art; improve the livelihood of artists by building local and 
international networks and creating opportunities to exhibit and market their products; 
and recognizing exceptional local artists through awards and prizes.  
 
During the past months, DAK held initial focus groups to listen to the artists and their 
needs and reached out to local arts and cultural centers in order to engage them as 
main partners in this endeavor. We identified local professional trainers and found a 
temporary location to offer training courses at the French Cultural Institute in Gaza.  
 
We held three main training workshops in photography, artistic design and video art 
over three months. 58 committed students of both genders participated in the 
workshops. The training culminated in two major events: The Eye on Gaza Exhibition 
and The Gaza International Video Art Festival, both held between the 3rd and the 5th of 
March 2020.  Local art and cultural centers in Gaza participated in the events in addition 
to the teachers, students, friends, and family who came to encourage the young artists. 
The Eye on Gaza exhibition featured 66 photos and 33 pieces of artwork by the 
graduates of the photography and artistic design courses, while the Video Art Festival 
screened 12 films produced by participants in the video art workshop.  
 
During the 2019 academic year, the Film Program at DAK’s main campus had several 
major accomplishments, including organizing an international student film festival. 
Over 70 films, varying in their form, subject, and country of origin, were screened. The 
highlight of the year for the Film Program was the film Ambiance, directed by our 
graduate, Wisam al-Jafari, winning the 3rd Prize – Cinefoundation at the Cannes Film 
Festival. Additionally, this film received the Youssef Chahine  Award at the Cairo 
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International film Festival, the Signs Award from the International Jury of the 17e 
Festival international Signes de Nuit – Paris, and Best Short Film at the Al Quds Film 
Festival. Another film, entitled Area C and directed by our student Salah Abu Nimeh, 
received three awards: Best Short Film Sun Bird 2018 at Palestine Cinema Days, Best 
Palestinian Film at Elia Film Festival, and Best Palestinian Film 2019 at Bethlehem 
Student Film Festival 2019. The film Coffee Pot, directed by DAK Alumnus Thaer Al 
Azza, received the Palestine Appreciation Award from the Ministry of Culture in 
November 2019. 
 
Diyar Theatre, in addition to producing three new plays, launched a new initiative that 
aims to explore conflict, peace, and creative resistance through dance. After receiving 
64 residency applications from 29 countries, eight artists from China, the USA, Canada, 
Germany and Sweden were invited to participate in this unique opportunity of 
integrating our philosophy of creative resistance into the work of Diyar Theatre.  
 
Diyar Women’s Soccer team also had a successful year. The female youngster’s team 
won first place at the MOEHE South Area Soccer Competitions. The Diyar First Team 
won the Palestinian President’s Cup Championship, maintaining their place as the 
number one team in Palestine. 
 
A highlight of the Ajyal Elderly Care program was launching the “Facing Dementia and 
Alzheimer’s Together” Initiative on the International Day of Older Persons. The first 
steps of the initiative consisted of a conference and workshops on the topic of 
dementia and Alzheimer’s, which has recently become a major challenge in the 
Palestinian context. The event’s main goals were to shed light on this very important 
topic, provide a space for discussion among medical professionals, educators, families, 
and the elderly themselves, and identify partner organizations who can work with us 
on this worthwhile initiative.  
 
The Authentic Tourism Program had one of its most successful years in 2019. There 
was a sharp increase in the number of groups and visitors in comparison to previous 
years. The groups were divided as follows: Authentic Tourism Group received 31 
groups from Finland, Germany, Sweden, and the USA, with a total number of 603 
visitors; Studiosus Groups welcomed a total of 41 groups including 1,077 people from 
Germany  to the one-day Bethlehem program; and the International Center welcomed 
a significantly increased number of visitors for lectures in comparison to the previous 
year, at a total of 1,726 people. These visitors were from the USA, the UK, Germany, 
Canada, South Africa, France, Italy, Sweden, Denmark, Australia, and Norway.  
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Last but not least, Diyar Publisher 
released their fifth volume on 
Palestinian Christians, entitled 
Jerusalem: Religious, National, and 
International Dimensions. The 
book, edited by Rev. Dr. Mitri 
Raheb, is part of the goal to reaffirm 
Jerusalem as a multicultural and 
multi-religious Holy City after 
recent political events in the region, 
including the movement of the 

American Embassy to Jerusalem by the Trump Administration. Dar al-Kalima 
conducted a research study of 61 Christian Organizations active in Jerusalem. 
“Jerusalem remains the key to peace, an inclusive city to share between two people 
and three religions, a city with important international dimensions,” Raheb writes in 
the foreword. The book is available now on Amazon.  
 
Challenges 
 
The most important question in the coming year is how to survive the economic impact 
of the pandemic with the least human casualties and staff layoffs. Human and financial 
resources are key to ensuring the sustainability of the University. We also must learn 
how to best utilize our online presence to teach and market while it is not possible to 
gather in person.  
 
Looking to the Future 
 
Looking at this last year, we can’t help but be thankful to the Lord for a great year 
with so many accomplishments. We were looking forward to 2020, which was 
supposed to be the best year of our history culminating 25 years of growth and 
excellence. Yet, the COVID-19 pandemic came as a rupture in this journey. The 
exact impacts are yet to be seen. In the last year, our emphasis was to thrive in spite 
of all the challenges; with COVID-19 resulting in a decline in tourism revenues, 
tuition collection, and donations from abroad, we need to switch gears to survival 
mode. We need not only to adapt to the new lifestyle after COVID-19 but also to 
see how Dar al-Kalima University can continue to be an influencer and the leading 
institution training the next generation of future leaders in Palestine and beyond.  
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THE ELCA YOUNG ADULTS IN GLOBAL MISSION (YAGM) 

PROGRAM  
Rev. Gabi and Rev. Meghan Aelabouni 
 
Overview & Programs 
 
The YAGM program in Jerusalem and the West Bank brings six to seven young adult 
volunteers to the region each August to July. YAGM serve in the educational ministries 
of the ELCJHL (the schools, preschool, Environmental Education Center, ELCJHL office, 
and the like), live with host families in the West Bank, and participate in the life of their 
communities and ELCJHL congregations. Our ministry as country coordinators is to 
direct this program and to tend to the logistical, relational, and spiritual dimensions of 
this partnership between the YAGM, service sites, host families, and congregations. 
We also support the work of the ELCJHL in other ways as needed, with the guidance of 
Bishop Azar.  

 
The 2019-2020 year was our first 
year as the YAGM Country 
Coordinators, and it was full of 
blessings. We spent this first year 
getting to meet and build 
relationships with our partners 
here in the area and getting 
settled as a family, while also 
welcoming this year’s YAGM 
cohort and helping the YAGM get 
settled into their placements. 

Throughout the year, we conducted retreats and continuing education events with the 
YAGM, made site visits to the educational ministries, families and congregations, and 
joined a number of visiting ELCA groups with the YAGM to share more about the 
program and about the work of the ELCA here. 
 
Due to the uncertainties surrounding COVID-19, we had to make the difficult decision 
to pull the YAGM out of the West Bank on March 5th (the day before the checkpoints 
were closed) and ELCA Global Mission made the even more difficult but necessary 
decision on March 14th to recall all of the YAGM (approximately 70 volunteers in 10 
country programs) back to the US. We facilitated that return and have been continuing 
to care for the volunteers and check in with our partners during this quarantine period. 
On April 16th, ELCA Global Mission further determined that the ongoing and 
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anticipated effects of the pandemic into the remainder of 2020 would likely affect 
travel, visa, and local conditions sufficiently that it was wiser to postpone the YAGM 
program for one year, to spend 2020-2021 allowing local communities as well as the 
U.S. time to recover from COVID-19. For this coming year, we will be tasked with 
carrying out a comprehensive evaluation of the YAGM program in Jerusalem and the 
West Bank, completing continuing education, and assisting the ELCJHL in ways to be 
determined in consultation with ELCA Global Mission and Bishop Azar. We anticipate 
receiving the next group of YAGM volunteers in August 2021. 
 
Accomplishments 
 
Overall, we were extremely 
thankful for how our first 
program year went. Our YAGM 
made measurable contributions 
to their service sites in teaching 
assistance and the preparation of 
written materials such as 
curriculum pieces, articles, 
grants, and school “success 
stories” in English to be shared 
with wide audiences. The YAGM 
were also greatly impacted by the 
relationships they built and by their experiences. One story that exemplifies this for us 
is a conversation that occurred shortly after we informed the YAGM they would have 
to end their year early and go home. As we sat in a circle in the apartment where they 
were quarantined, we asked how their families were taking the news. “Do you mean 
our host families,” they asked, “or our families back home?” After only eight months 
in Palestine, they already thought of their host communities as family. This feeling of 
connection is something they still feel, more than a month after returning to the US. It 
is part of what makes the YAGM program, especially in Jerusalem and the West Bank, 
so valuable: we have YAGM alums who continue to advocate and tell the stories of the 
people and ministries of the ELCJHL and of Palestine, working as ambassadors for the 
ELCJHL by helping the ELCA and their U.S. communities to hear more than the usual 
media narratives and to join the cause of working for a just peace.  
 
Challenges 
 
This ministry always comes with challenges. We are helping the YAGM adjust to a new 
place with a new language and a different culture, so that instead of superimposing 
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their cultural assumptions and expectations onto their host communities, they 
approach their life and work here in a spirit of openness, learning, and 
accompaniment. When expectations and reality don’t match, either for the YAGM or 
for their partners in daily work, we help to clarify things and to find solutions. One 
challenge was presented for us this year when a volunteer experienced a health issue 
which led her to decide to return to the US for diagnosis and treatment. After her two-
month absence, we also made the decision, alongside the Bishop and Dr. Charlie 
Haddad, to move her placement and living situation. This is one example of the 
ongoing challenge of responding to and balancing the needs of the schools and 
ministries, host communities and families, and YAGM to help facilitate an environment 
in which everyone can thrive. Nevertheless, the close partnership and communication 
between all parties was part of what enabled us to make these adjustments mid-year 
with the greatest possible success. 
 
Other Activities 
 
We both also assisted in leading worship by preaching, presiding and participating in 
ELCJHL Arabic and joint Arabic/English services, and the English-speaking congregation 
at Redeemer. 
 
Looking to the Future 
 
As mentioned above, 2020-2021 will provide us with an opportunity to work closely 
with the ELCJHL and its educational ministries to conduct an evaluation of the YAGM 
program in Jerusalem and the West Bank and to do some strategic planning for the 
future. We will strive to identify together the current strengths of the YAGM program 
as well as opportunities for growth in order to strengthen and enhance the program 
to better serve the ELCJHL and support our YAGM in their own growth and learning. 
We are excited for the chance to brainstorm together what we will continue, what we 
may expand, and what new things we might try in the YAGM program. Our goal is to 
emerge from this process with an updated vision of what the YAGM program looks like 
here, where and how our YAGM serve, and how they are supported and connected to 
the ELCJHL and their host communities during their time here and beyond. 
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THE EDUCATIONAL MINISTRIES  
Dr. Charlie Haddad 
 
To Access the Report 
 
Dr. Charlie Haddad has prepared a PowerPoint Presentation for the Educational 
Ministries Report. The report can be accessed and downloaded at the following link. 
Simply copy the link and insert it into your browser. Alternatively, you can follow the 
2020 Educational Resources link on the COCOP Resources page. 
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/jdfruxkg1fjwyp8/Educational%20Ministries%20COCOP%202020.pdf
?dl=0 
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	From the 27th to the 29th of June 2019 we had a family retreat in Jericho. The theme of the retreat was Gender Justice, and Pastor Carrie Ballenger was our guest speaker for the event. More than 70 people attended, including children. This retreat lef...

